Abstract We want to determine the trajectory that an animal must follow in order to maximize its food intake. In this paper, the habitat is supposed to be one-dimensional and infinite. The food distribution on this habitat can be arbitrary (continuous or not). The animal has a limited time T available to exploit the food resource and to return to its starting point. We find explicitly the optimal strategy, i.e., the stopping point and the velocity at each point of the traversed segment [0, ]. This segment is divided into two subsets according to the food density. In the richer subset the animal equalizes the density distribution; in the poorer one, it travels as fast as possible.
1. Introduction. The theory of optimal foraging attempts to find the behaviour of animals exploiting one or more food resources: which food to choose, how much to consume, where to obtain it, which movement to adopt, etc. The basic assumption is that the foraging behaviour is subject to natural selection and that it has become "optimal," in the sense that it maximizes the animal's fitness, under a set of fixed constraints. These constraints include all characters (environmental, morphological, physiological, etc.) that are not part of the foraging behaviour under consideration. It is usually assumed that the fitness increases with the amount of energy acquired in a given time. Therefore, the problem is to find the foraging behaviour that maximizes the net gain of energy under the given constraints.
The theory has grown very rapidly and many problems have been treated for different sets of constraints (see [9] for a recent review). A very important class of problems deals with the optimal exploitation of a food resource that is unevenly distributed in space. Almost all authors assume in this case that the distribution is patchy, i.e., that the food is distributed among several discrete, sharply delimited areas, in each of which the density is uniform. But this assumption cannot always be accepted, as for example in the 9ase of a grazing herbivore which moves in a habitat where the food density varies over space in a continuous manner.
In a previous paper [2], we have started to work on the problem of optimal foraging in a habitat where the food distribution is arbitrary (continuous or not). In
In the present paper, we keep the assumption of a one-dimensional habitat. We also keep the assumption that costs can be neglected. But we take one step toward more realism by dropping the assumption of boundedness. The animal can now move as far as desired, and it must come back to the origin within a fixed time. The addition of this constraint is known as "central place foraging" (e.g. [8] ).
Most models of central place foraging assume that the animal brings the food gathered back to the central place (e.g. a nest), and that some cost is attached to this transportation. But since we have neglected all costs, we shall also neglect any such cost of carriage, for the time being. Alternately, we can assume that the food is consumed when it is found.
To sum up, the assumptions of the model are therefore the following.
(1) On the one-dimensional habitat, the food distribution (before being consumed) is a function p(x), which may be continuous or not.
(2) The animal leaves its nest, located at x =0, and proceeds in the positive direction only. After reaching a certain point (which will be determined), it comes back to the nest; the whole trip cannot last longer than the fixed time T. (3) Let v(x) be the inverse function of the trajectory x(t); it is the "schedule" of the animal. The derivative v'-dv/dx is therefore the reciprocal of the velocity dx/dt.
We shall assume that v'->/3 > 0, where the speed/3 -1 is the upper physiological limit that the animal cannot exceed.
(4) Once the animal has reached the point , it travels back to the nest as fast as possible, and without eating. Therefore, the animal must be at point : at the time v(,) T-(5) The animal has a finite "detection section" r. The time during which the point z is within this section is denoted -(z) rv'(z). It will be said that the animal "spends" the time -(z) at point z, even though the animal never stops.
(5) On the outward trip, during this time '(z) that the animal is at position z, the consumption law is the classical Lotka-Volterra law"
with initial condition :(z, 0)=p(z), where : is the remaining food density. After rescaling the variables (see [2] for details), the quantity of food absorbed by the animal at position z is
So, the total amount of energy acquired during a foraging bout up to point is
Note that, as in [2] , the more general case can be treated where, instead of (1.1), one assumes that
where b is strictly increasing; see the remark at the end of 2.
(7) We finally assume that the criterion of optimality is the maximization of the net gain of energy in the fixed length of time T, i.e., the optimal solution is the one which solves (1.4) sup {E(v, x): v(0)=0, v(x)= T-x and v'_->fl}. ),o (we will justify this assumption later).
We now define two sets, the second of which can be roughly defined as the set where there is "little" food.
(2.4) 
(where we denote by IAI the measure of the set A c ).
Remark. It is obvious that if one changes the value of/9 at the points of discontinuities al,"" ", a, this does not modify E(v, x). We may thus suppose that if for some ai, 1 =< =< l, we have g(ai + e) > 0 and g(ci-e) < 0 for every e > 0 sufficiently small without having g(a) =0, we may redefine p(ai) so that g(a) =0.
With the above convention we let (2.6)
for every e > 0 sufficiently small}.
We will also assume that if we let (2.7)
contains only a finite number of points. Therefore M .
We may now state the main theorem. 
One sees immediately the importance of To defined by (2.3) which solves (2.103) and that the solution of (2.10) is (2.11) '(z) to+log 0=<z-<.
p()' On comparing with (2.8), i.e., the problem with the constraint v '->/3, we observe that (2.8) is obtained from (2.11) by our setting 7'(z) =/3 whenever To+log (p(z)/p(x)) < , i.e., z lc().
(ii) We also understand the definition of g by comparing (2.8) with (2.5), i.e., (2.12)
thus the importance of the zeros of g (since g(g) =0 implies W(g)). (iii) It is also interesting to note that, in general, there is not a unique solution of the maximization problem (2.2) (cf. Example 2 below), contrary to the case studied in [2] .
(iv) In view of (2.8) and (2.10), we see that the animal leaves l(x) with a uniform distribution (i.e. constant), while it travels as fast as possible in fC(x). This is similar to the case studied in [2] .
We now study three examples. Example 1. Uniform distribution. We assume that (2.13) Proof of the lemma. The proof of the lemma is divided into six steps.
Step 1. We first show that Ik f') contains at most one element. For x Ik, let Y/'l { 1 -< -< k-1, ai < ake-V},
i.e., la ( )l T 2Nil'
i.e., I(x)l--Ic=l 2N/ + x-2N/3 (k-l)).
We then have
Thus, in Ik, g is an affine function and therefore g(x)=0 has at most one solution (in Ik).
Step 2. We now show that since p is piecewise constant, it is sufficient to consider only piecewise affine v kV. For this purpose we shall use Jensen's inequality (see [4] or [2] 
We then get E(v, x) <=f(3",,
Furthermore, since x Ik, i.e., T/2N)(k-1) < x < (T/2N)k, we obtain from (3.10) and from the fact that v (3.12)
So let (see Fig. 1 )
The aim of the remaining steps is to study sup {f(3'): 3 
We obtain T (3/1,""", 3/k-l, 3/0) (aie-V'-ake-'), (3 17) O3/i 2Nil and therefore (3.18) __0f ( 
8r< 8r 8r+ e -< /r.
We then use (3.20) to get that B=f (8)<f (8) Since y e Fo we have
In order to prove (3.37) we split the proof into two cases. 
So combining (3.39) with (3.15) we obtain (3.40)
and hence, trivially, (3.37). 
so that there exists -{1,..., k-1} such that 6r> r. Let e > 0 be sufficiently small so that if 6 (61," ", 6r-1, 6r-e, 8r+l, ", 6k-l, 3'o) then
Since Ik ('1M contains at most one point (see Step 1 of the lemma), then M contains a finite number of points that we shall label gl,"" ", gt, SO that (3.47) M {gl," ", }.
We now let x[0, (T/2/3)] and v /4/'(x). The proof of the proposition will be done in two steps.
Step 1. We shall first show that (3.48) E(v, x) <= sup {sup {E(u, .g,,)" u /,V(.g,,)}}.
lvL
Step 2. We shall then prove that
where 7 is as in (2.8) (or (3.3)).
The combination of these two steps will give the proposition.
Step 1. Recall that x[0, T/2] and v /(x); we need to consider three cases, depending on the fact that g(x)=0, > 0 or < 0. (ii) If k < k, then from (3.2') of the lemma (and repeating the argument a sufficient number of times) we have
Applying (3.2) of the lemma to the right-hand side of (3.51) we get T /) _-<sup {E(u,
and thus (3.48).
Case 3. x : M and g(x)< 0. Let k be such that x Ik and let g M, g> x and g the nearest element of M from x. We then proceed exactly as in Case 2, replacing (3.2') by (3.2").
We have therefore established Step 1.
Step 
In other words we need to prove that (o,) and similarly for every z e C, we have Proofof the theorem. The idea is very simple: we shall approximate p by a piecewise constant function p, apply the proposition to p, and then get the result.
Step 1. We first construct p,. We start with some notation; let
In (yo+log P(z) 
and similarly (3.66) g(x) g(x) >= faun Collecting (3.65) and (3.66), we get
We then get (3.68) Ig Step 2. Let (3.71)
Let v W(x); we obtain from (3.70) that for sufficiently small e > O,
We then apply the proposition to E (v, x 4 . Discussion. Given any distribution of food on an unbounded one-dimensional habitat, the theorem gives explicitly the strategy that the animal should follow in order to maximize the energy gain. If the animal starts at 0, the theorem gives the position g where it should stop and return to its central place. This is the most important improvement over our previous model [2] for a bounded habitat, where the stopping point was predetermined. Once the point g is known, the predictions of the theorem are very similar to the results of the model for a bounded habitat [2] . The traversed segment of the habitat is separated into two subsets fl(g) and flc(g). At each point of fl(g), the animal adjusts its presence so as to leave behind a constant food density. In fie(g), the animal moves as fast as possible. It must also be noted that in some cases, the optimal stopping point may not be unique.
By giving the precise optimal trajectory, the model simultaneously gives information on several aspects of the foraging behaviour: the size of the foraging range, which parts of this range are exploited, how much is eaten at each point, how long the animal stays at each point, the speed of travels. These components are often considered as separate problems, but they usually intermingle in central place foraging models [9] . In its present state, the model cannot be directly compared to other authors' models of central place foraging because it deviates from the typical assumptions. As in our previous model [2], we have not taken energy expenses into account, the only constraints being the fixed length of foraging time and the maximum velocity. In the first paper, with fixed boundaries, this was unimportant since any energy expense attached to time elapsed, distance travelled or average velocity would remain the same for any strategy. In the present model, the time elapsed would also only subtract a constant energy expense, but the costs of distance or velocity would vary with different strategies.
Furthermore, we have assumed that the animal only returns once to the central place, while it is usually assumed that the animal returns with every food item collected, or at least after the exploitation of each patch. In this case, the quantity of food gathered directly involves an expense of time to bring the food back to the nest. When our model has been modified in this way, it should give, for the special case of patchy habitat (i.e. a piecewise constant food density distribution), the models of patch choice and patch departure time of other authors [6] , [7] . If the habitat is uniform the results of Andersson [1] should be obtained, predicting that the duration of presence at a given point decreases with the distance from the central place.
Although our model cannot be compared to other central place models, it can easily be modified to agree with the classical patch model known as the "marginal value theorem" [5] . This model considers an infinite series of equally spaced patches, and the animal is assumed to maximize the average rate of food return. The necessary modifications to our model are (1) that the animal does not return to the starting place; (2) that, during the time rv'(z) that the animal spends at z, it only feeds during the time r(z)= rv'(z)-r. Thus, r/3 can be interpreted as a pure travel time, and z(z) as a pure feeding time.
With these changes, and with the same rescaling of variables as before, the problem becomes, instead of (1. It is then easy to see that the optimal solution is again (2.8), (2.9), but with slightly different definitions of yo and g(x) instead of (2.3) and (2. If this modified version of the model is applied to a distribution with equally spaced patches, and if the total time T tends to infinity, it can be proved that the optimal strategy is the same as that predicted by the "marginal value theorem," which appears then as a special case.
Our model was not designed to describe precise real situations. Nevertheless, there may be instances where it can apply, as in the case of small mammals inhabiting such one-dimensional habitats as hedges or rivers. This model also shows that it may be necessary to clarify the way in which habitat patches are delimited: we have shown that a continuous distribution of the food can induce a discontinuous ("patchy") feeding behaviour. These matters are discussed in [3] .
